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1. Introduction

Semiconductors with ultrawide bandgap (Eg), such as Ga2O3, can
be applied, for example, in power electronics and optoelectronic
devices due to their high breakdown voltage and transparency,
respectively.[1–3] Aside this, semiconductors with ultrawide
bandgap are also of increasing interest for solar energy conver-
sion. For example, Ga2O3 layers can serve as passivation,
transparent ohmic contact or charge-selective contact layers as
shown in solar cells based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2,

[4] c-Si,[5] or Cu2O
[6]

absorbers, respectively. Furthermore, Ga2O3 is of great interest
for photocatalytic water splitting. As very few examples, the role

of copper and chromia-based cocatalysts on
Ga2O3,

[7] of mixed-phase junctions based
on β-Ga2O3/α-Ga2O3,

[8,9] of zinc and lead
dopants in Ga2O3

[10] or of nickel oxide coca-
talysts on α-Ga2O3

[11] for photocatalytic
activity and photocatalytic water splitting
were investigated empirically and by first-
principle studies, respectively.

Electronic states in the bandgap are
crucial for the operation of electronic,
optoelectronic, solar cell, and photocatalytic
devices. Therefore, the characterization of
electronic states and the study of their inter-
actions is decisive for the engineering of
electronic states and the further develop-
ment of devices. Energy levels of deep defect
states in Ga2O3 were obtained using deep-
level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)[12,13]

and Hall effect measurements at high tem-
peratures.[14] Several transition energies were measured by cath-
odoluminescence spectroscopy.[15] However, reliable data about
defect states and electronic transitions in Ga2O3 are sparse and
the characterization of electronic transitions and their impact
on electronic properties of semiconductors with ultrawide
bandgap over the entire Eg is often challenging.

Surface photovoltage (SPV) techniques provide universal tools
for the highly sensitive analysis and investigation of electronic states
in semiconductors.[16,17] Recently, for example, transitions and
charge transfer processes were studied in c-Si/TiO2 and CuBi2O4

heterojunctions by transient[18] andmodulated[19] SPV spectroscopy,
respectively, and the bulk photovoltaic effect has been shown for
excitation from defect states in carbon-doped GaN.[20]

Incidentally, one SPV spectrum has been shown for Ga2O3 in
the work of Gao et al.,[15] but in our opinion, the signal-to-noise ratio
was insufficient to extract energy levels in a reliable manner.

Fast and robust SPV measurements are carried out in the fixed
capacitor arrangement[21] for achieving short resolution times
(below 1 ns,[22] transient measurements) or high sensitivity (range
of 100 nV,[23] modulated measurements). In the fixed capacitor
arrangement, an electrode based on a transparent
conducting oxide (TCO) and an insulating foil between the sample
and the electrode are used for forming the measurement capacitor
for capacitive out-coupling of SPV signals. However, optical
absorption in the TCO electrode and in the insulating foil avoid
the application of conventional fixed capacitor arrangements for
SPV measurements on semiconductors with ultrawide bandgaps.

In this work, a fine gold mesh electrode was kept at a certain
distance to the sample surface for performing transient and
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modulated SPV measurements (AC regime). As the capacitance
of such a measurement configuration is relatively small, the con-
ventional measurement principle of direct capacitive outcoupling
of potentials with a high impedance buffer would induce too
much noise, the conventional fixed capacitor arrangement was
replaced by the principle of charge measurement with a highly
sensitive charge amplifier. Incidentally, for ac SPV measure-
ments with a charge amplifier, the potential response shall be
calibrated with an external source.

The SPV measurement configuration with a charge amplifier
and a gold mesh electrode allows also for SPV measurements in
the Kelvin-probe regime (the contact potential difference [CPD] is
measured,[16] DC regime) and for combined transient SPV and
Kelvin probe measurements over extremely wide time ranges
after single-pulse excitation (combined AC–DC regime).[24]

In this work, the high potential of the measurement principle
of SPV signals with highly sensitive charge amplifiers was
demonstrated by measurements of transient and modulated
SPV spectroscopy, SPV spectroscopy with a Kelvin-probe and
transient SPV over extremely wide time ranges with the same
electrode for a β-Ga2O3 single crystal. Based on sign and relaxa-
tion of spectral-dependent SPV signals, a variety of known and
unknown defect-related transitions were distinguished for trap
states in the bulk and at/near the surface of β-Ga2O3.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Electrode Configuration

A conventional Kelvin probe with a fine gold mesh (diameter
3mm) and a piezoelectric oscillator (delta Phi Besocke) was mod-
ified by adding a grounded shield up to the level of the electrode

and a highly sensitive charge amplifier just on top of the elec-
trode. Analog electronics were developed and realized by
Franke for conducting 1) transient SPV measurements (AC
regime), 2) measurements of CPD (DC regime), and 3) combined
measurements over extremely wide time ranges (AC–DC
regime). The average distance between the electrode and the
sample surface was adjusted with a micrometer screw.
Figure 1 shows the electronic scheme of the measurement
configuration.

2.2. AC Regime

Transient and modulated SPV spectroscopy measurements
were carried out in the AC regime with an oscilloscope card
(Gage, CSE 1622-4GS) and a tunable Nd:YAG laser for excitation
(duration time of laser pulses 3–5 ns, range of wavelengths
216–2600 nm, EKSPLA, NT230–50, equipped with a spectral clean-
ing unit) and with a lock-in amplifier (EG&G 5210) and amodulated
light source (Xe lamp with a SPM2 quartz prism monochromator
and an optical chopper), respectively. Quartz prisms and quartz
lenses were used for directing and forming the light beams.

In the AC regime, the position of the electrode was fixed, i.e.,
vibration of the mechanical oscillator was switched off. For cali-
brating the AC response, a periodic square wave signal with a
frequency of fcal¼ 22Hz and 1 Vpp was applied. A corresponding
amplification factor (Kac) was defined by measuring the output
calibration signal with an oscilloscope. Kac depended on the
distance between the electrode and the sample surface (for the
measurements an average distance of about 0.2mmwas chosen).
During the measurement, the calibration signal was
disconnected.

The resolution time was 7 ns in the AC regime. The broad-
band noise was about 3mVpp for the AC regime. For the

Figure 1. Electronic scheme of the electrode and measurement configurations consisting of the sample and the electrode which form the measurement
capacitor, the mechanical oscillator driven by the generator at the frequency fosc, the charge amplifier converting the electrode current to a potential, the
amplifier with the decoupled ac1 (short times) and ac2 (intermediate times) outputs, the rectifier and the feedback unit for nulling the electrostatic
potential at the measurement capacitor with the DC output. The sample holder can be disconnected from the feedback and connected with a second
generator giving a defined square wave at the frequency fcal for the calibration of the AC outputs. The average distance between the electrode and the
sample surface is adjusted mechanically with a linear translation element (d).
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transient SPV spectroscopy measurements, the repetition rate of
the laser pulses was 1Hz and ten transients were averaged for
one transient which led to a reduction of noise to about 1mVpp at
the shortest times. The noise decreased further with increasing
time due to the increasing number of samples for averaging for
the logarithmic read-out.

2.3. DC Regime

CPDmeasurements were carried out in the DC regime, in which
the electrode was vibrating with a frequency of fosc¼ 190Hz and
an amplitude of 100 μmpp. In the DC regime, the SPV signals
were excited with the same Xe lamp and a quartz prism mono-
chromator that was also used for the modulated AC regime. The
total measurement time of a spectrum in the DC regime was
about 30min. The response time and the measurement resolu-
tion of the Kelvin-probe controller were about 0.3 s and 20 μV,
respectively, for the given set-up. For comparison, the noise
can be significantly below 1 μV for modulated SPV measure-
ments in the fixed capacitor regime.[23] The DC signals were
measured with a multimeter (siglent, SDM3065X).

2.4. Combined AC–DC Regime

SPV transients were measured over extremely wide time ranges
in the combined AC–DC regime with an oscilloscope for AC in
the short time range (ac1 output, Rhode&Schwarz, RTM3004),
an oscilloscope for the time range where the AC and DC signals
overlap (ac2 and DC outputs, OWON, XDS3302) and a
multimeter for the read-out of DC at long times (siglent,
SDM3065X). Transients were excited with one single pulse of
the Nd:YAG laser described before, i.e., no averaging was carried
out. The broadband noise was about 15 mVpp for the combined
AC–DC regime due to the vibrating mechanical oscillator.

2.5. Extraction of Transition Energies

It is commonly agreed to extract transition energies as so-called
onset-energies from SPV spectra by analyzing changes of the
slope.[17] The change of a slope is related to the onset of a

new process of photogeneration and charge separation and can
be directed toward more positive or negative values of SPV. Here,
one has to take care about possible influence of time-dependent
relaxation during measurements and about the spectrum of the
light source.

2.6. Sample

All measurements were carried out on a β-Ga2O3 (001) single
crystal doped with Sn and a polished surface (Tamura
Corporation, Japan). A preparation of a back contact was not
needed, in contrast, for example, to DLTS measurements.
Electronic states in the near surface, space charge and bulk
regions caused a variability of observable transitions and mech-
anisms of charge separation and relaxation being an advantage
for demonstrating the potential of the nonconventional approach
for SPV measurements. All measurements were carried out at
room temperature in air.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Transient SPV Spectroscopy on β-Ga2O3

In Figure 2, overview plots of transient SPV spectroscopy are
shown. The Kac� SPV signals (Kac¼ 4) are given in a logarithmic
color scale. Transients were measured between 5 ns and 100ms.
In the plots, the onset of the laser pulses was shifted to 20 ns.
Incidentally, a negative or a positive sign means that photogen-
erated electrons (holes) are preferentially separated toward the
sample surface (back contact) or toward the back contact (sample
surface), respectively.

In the range of photon energies between 0.8 and 1.7 eV
(Figure 2a), all signals were within the noise, i.e., no photogen-
eration followed by charge separation was found. In the range of
photon energies between 1.75 and 2.95 eV (Figure 2b), positive
SPV signals appeared over the whole spectral range at short
times up to several μs (region A), whereas negative signals were
present at photon energies above 2.3 eV and at times longer than
about 1 μs (region B). In the range of photon energies between
3.1 and 5.8 eV (c), the SPV signals changed the sign depending

Figure 2. Overview plots of transient SPV spectroscopy in the photon energy–time domain for the ranges of photon energies between a) 0.8 and 1.7 eV,
b) 1.75 and 2.95 eV, and c) 3.1 and 5.8 eV. The onset of the laser pulses was shifted to 20 ns. The measurements were carried out up to 100ms. The SPV
signals are given in a logarithmic color scale (blue: negative signals, red: positive signals). The amplification factor was set to 4, i.e., the values of the
measured SPV signals have to be divided by 4. A, B, and C denote characteristic regions of A) positive and short, B) negative and long, and C) positive and
long SPV signals.
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on photon energy and time. The signals were positive and very
small between 3.1 eV (t ≤ 200 ns) and 3.6 eV (t ≤ 10 ns, end of
region A) and large at photon energies larger than 4.55 eV over
the complete time range (region C). The distribution of the neg-
ative SPV signals (continuation of region B) continued up to
about 4.55 eV over the complete time range excluding the range
of times between 200 ns (3.1 eV) and 10 ns (3.6 eV) where the
signals were positive. Therefore, three characteristic regions with
different dominating charge separation and relaxation processes
were distinguished.

SPV transients measured in the AC regime at different excita-
tion wavelengths between 0.8 and 5.8 eV are shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 2a, no signals were measured for excitation at
0.8 eV. For excitation at 2.27 eV (only region A), the transient
could be well fitted with one amplitude (15mV), one time con-
stant for the increase (7 ns, resolution time of the charge ampli-
fier) and one stretched exponential (time constant τ, stretching
parameter β) for the decay (τ¼ 0.7 μs, β¼ 0.7). For excitation
at 3.1 eV (superposition of regions A and B), the decay of the tran-
sient was given by a superposition of a positive (τ¼ 0.2 μs, β¼ 0.4)
and a negative (τ¼ 0.3 s, β¼ 0.85) stretched exponentials whereas
the signals at long times were almost limited by the repetition rate
of the laser pulses. Therefore, the onset of charge separation
resulting in a negative sign of SPV correlated with a decreased
value of β corresponding to an increased dispersion of the relaxa-
tion of the fast SPV signals with positive sign. For higher photon
energies (region C), additional components are required for fits
what is out of the scope of the work. One shall also keep in mind
that the distributions of positive and negative charge carriers stay-
ing separated in space at the moment when the next laser pulse is
fired can change for different photon energies (examples for
charging at longer times are given in 3.3. and 3.5.) and can there-
fore change the conditions for charge separation at shorter times.

For explaining the sign of SPV signals and the role of disper-
sive or trap-limited transport for the relaxation of SPV signals in
regions A, B, and C, one shall keep in mind that photogenerated
electrons can be separated toward the surface (negative sign) and
toward the bulk (positive sign). SPV signals with both signs can-
not arise if charge separation takes place only across the surface
SCR. Therefore, the schematic band diagram near the surface of
β-Ga2O3 includes a defective surface region (Δ) and an SCR in
the right side of Figure 3. The assumption of a defective surface
region with a certain extension is reasonable as the surface of the
β-Ga2O3 crystal was not intentionally passivated after polishing.
Separation and back transport of electrons excited from deep trap
states in the bulk into the conduction band (region A) is limited
by trapping into unoccupied states near the conduction band
edge (EC, defect states near the band edge are not shown in
Figure 3). Back transfer of electrons excited into trap states in
the defective surface region and transferred toward the surface
(region B) is mainly limited by tunneling between localized states
(for example, by Miller–Abrahams tunneling[25]) which can result
in long relaxation times already for moderate barrier heights and
distances between localized states (see for suitable model consid-
erations also Chapter 4 in the study by Dittrich and Fengler[17]).
For strong photogeneration above the bandgap (region C),
mobile holes can be separated toward the surface and transferred
into localized states in the defective surface region the back trans-
fer from which is limited as well by tunneling between localized
states.

The SPV signals obtained at 10 ns, 10 μs, and 10ms after
switching on the laser pulses are shown as spectra in
Figure 4a. In addition, the intensity spectrum of the laser pulses
is given in Figure 4b. Fast positive signals appeared at about
1.7 eV, reached constant values at about 2.1 eV and increased
again at photon energies above 2.4 eV until photon energies

Figure 3. SPV transients measured for excitation at 0.80, 2.27, and 3–10. 4.13, 4.3, 4.77, 5.23, 5.46 and 5.82 eV (red, violet, orange, blue, marine, olive,
brown, pink and dark green lines, respectively). The thin black solid lines are fits for excitation at 546 and 400 nm (see also the text). Right side: Schematic
band diagram near the surface of β-Ga2O3 including charge transfer within a defective surface region (Δ) and charge separation within the space charge
region (SCR). SPV transients of regions A, B, and C were limited by transport of electrons in the conduction band (EC), whereas electrons were excited
from deep trap states in the bulk (Etb, positive charge not mobile), by slow back transfer of electrons which were excited into trap states in the defective
surface region (Ets) and by slow transfer of photogenerated holes which were transferred from the valence band (EV) into trap states in the defective
surface region, respectively.
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of about 2.7 eV, whereas the laser intensity remained practically
constant in the range of the second increase in the fast positive
signals.

A decrease of the fast signals toward negative values set on at
photon energies of about 3.2 eV and reached a negative maxi-
mum at about 4.2 eV. At higher photon energies, the fast signals
started to change toward positive sign, whereas the sign changed
from negative to positive at about 4.6 eV. The steepest increase in
the fast positive signals was observed near the band gap of
β-Ga2O3. Maximum SPV signals of the order of 120mV were
reached between 5 and 5.3 eV. At higher photon energies, the
signals decreased due to the decreasing laser intensity.

The positive signals at about 1.7 and 2.4 eV disappeared in the
spectra measured at 10 μs and 10ms. In contrast, for 10 μs and
10ms, low negative signals started to appear at photon energies
above about 2.5 eV and the negative signals started to increase
stronger at photon energies above about 3.4 eV. Incidentally,
in this range of increase, the laser intensities changed only little.
Above 4.2 eV, the shapes of the spectra were similar for all times
of detection. The signals were practically identical for measure-
ments at 10 μs and 10ms up to about 3.4 eV. For photon energies
above 3.4 eV, the signals obtained at 10ms were about half of the
signals measured at 10 μs.

3.2. Modulated SPV Spectroscopy on β-Ga2O3

Figure 5 shows SPV spectra of the modulated AC signals for two
modulation frequencies. The modulated AC signals were of the
order of only hundreds of μV and decreased even further with
increasing modulation frequency. This is not surprising with
respect to long relaxation times.

The modulated SPV signals started to become negative at a
photon energy of about 2.4 eV. At about 3.2 eV, the negative slope
became less steep and became again steeper at about 3.55 eV.
In the following, the modulated SPV signals changed towards
positive at about 4.2 eV, the positive slope increased at about

4.35 eV and increased even more at about 4.6 eV, whereas the
maximum slope was reached near 4.75 eV, i.e., close to the
bandgap of β-Ga2O3.

3.3. DC SPV Spectroscopy on β-Ga2O3 in the Kelvin-Probe
Mode

SPV spectra were measured in the DC regime in which the elec-
trode was used as a common Kelvin probe. Figure 6 shows CPD
spectra for the virgin, second, and third sweeps, whereas the
illumination was off for about 3min during the time between
finishing a spectrum and starting a new one. Incidentally, the
given controller was designed in a way that a positive change
of the CPD corresponded to a positive SPV signal.

The virgin, i.e., first, spectrum started after relaxation of the
CPD to a stable value in the dark (CPD¼ 0.497 V). A first small
change (SPV about 10mV) toward more positive signals started
almost at a photon energy of about 0.8 eV. At higher photon
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energies, the CPD continued to increase up to CPD¼ 0.516 V at
photon energy of about 2.15 eV. At 2.2 eV, the CPD decreased by
about 8mV, i.e., the CPD changed toward a negative SPV.
Between about 2.5 and 3.0 eV, the signals changed to more
negative values (CPD about 0.505 at 3 eV) and increased strongly
(SPV about 140mV) between 2.5 and 3.8 eV (CPD about 0.646 V
at 3.8 eV), whereas a pronounced shoulder appeared between 3.5
and 3.6 eV. In the following, the CPD decreased up to 0.517 V at
4.55 eV and increased to 0.622 V at 5.0 eV.

The CPD did not return to the initial value before starting the
second and third spectra. Interestingly, instead of relaxing to the
initial value before starting the virgin spectrum, the CPD contin-
ued strongly to decrease in the spectral range where practically
no photosensitivity was observed. Therefore, photogenerated
electrons continued to accumulate at the sample surface over
a long time. The increase in negative charge at the surface gives
evidence that 1) there is a transfer of a fraction of photogenerated
electrons from the conduction band into localized states in the
defective surface region also for excitation at photon energies
above the bandgap, 2) the transfer of electrons toward the surface
also continued after switching off the light, i.e., the traps closest
to the surface are also the deepest, and 3) the back transfer of
electrons from localized states from the defective surface region
is the slowest of all relaxation processes (corresponds to region B
in Figure 2).

For the second and third spectra, there was no evidence for
changes near 0.8 and 2.2 eV and in the region between 3.5
and 3.6 eV. The behavior of the changes near 2.4–2.5 eV
(negative change), 3.1–3.2 eV (positive change), around 3.8 eV
(negative change) and 4.5–4.6 eV (positive change) was similar

for all three spectra. Therefore, these changes can be measured
in the DC regime independent of the history of the sample and
are therefore characteristic for the given β-Ga2O3 crystal with a
defective surface region. In contrast, the changes at 0.8, 2.15 and
around 3.5–3.6 eV could be detected only for the crystal after pro-
longed storage in the dark and the occupation state of related
defects did not recover within several minutes.

The total change in the CPD was about 200mV for the starting
points of the first and third spectra. A maximum DC SPV can be
defined as the difference between CPD at 5.0 and 4.5 eV. The
maximumDC SPV increased from 107mV for the first spectrum
to 122 and 128mV for the second and third spectra, respectively.
This increase agrees with ongoing accumulation of negative
charge at the surface which causes an increase in surface band
bending and is of the same order as for maximum signals in SPV
transients.

3.4. SPV Transients on β-Ga2O3 over Extremely Wide
Time Ranges

Figure 7 shows SPV transients which were measured in the com-
bined AC–DC regime over a very wide time domain for single
pulse excitation at 4.43 (Figure 7a) and 5.0 (Figure 7b) eV.
The value of Kac was set to 3. At short times, the SPV signals
increased to about 25 and 147mV for 4.43 and 5.0 eV, respec-
tively. At intermediate times, the DC signals increased and
the AC signals decayed and oscillated between about 1 and
100ms due to the vibration of the electrode with fosc¼ 190 Hz
and the nulling procedure of the Kelvin-probe controller. At very
long times, the DC signals continued to decrease (5.0 eV) and
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Figure 7. SPV transients measured in the combined AC–DC regime over a very wide time domain for single pulse excitation at 4.43 (Figure 7a) and 5.0 eV
(Figure 7b). The logarithmic read-outs were synchronized for two oscilloscopes (ac1 at short times: red lines, ac2 and DC at times where AC and DC
signals overlap; green and blue lines, respectively) and a digital multimeter (DC at long times: black lines). The oscillations in the intermediate time range
are caused by the variation of the amplification factor due to the periodic change of the distance between the vibrating electrode and the sample surface.
The amplification factor was set to 3.
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tended to fluctuate due to ongoing redistribution of photogener-
ated charge carriers (4.43 eV).

The ac signals depend on the amplification factor. In the com-
bined AC–DC regime, the distance between the surface of the
sample and the electrode changes periodically due to the oscilla-
tion period of the electrode ( fosc). The signal measured by the
charge amplifier is proportional to the capacitance between
the sample surface and the electrode and therefore to their recip-
rocal distance. Assuming an ideal sinus modulation of the dis-
tance, the AC transient (ac(t)) can be calculated from the
measured AC transient (acm(t)) using the following equation

acðtÞ ¼ ðacmðtÞ � acoffsetÞ
Kac

· 2� 1
1þ C1· sinð2π·ðt� δtÞ·f oscÞ

� �

(1)

where C1 is a factor depending on Kac and δt and acoffset are the
phase shift and offset, respectively. The parameters C1 and δt can
be obtained by fitting the AC transients measured in the time
domain where the AC and DC signals are overlapping. After that,
Equation (1) shall also be applied for the calculation of the SPV
signals at the short times.

The complete SPV transient can be reconstructed for the
whole very wide time range by applying Equation (1) for ac1
and ac2 and the following equation

SPVðtÞ ¼ ½ac1ðtÞ�scope1 þ ½ac2ðtÞ þ dcðtÞ � dcðt0Þ�scope2
þ ½dcðtÞ � dcðt0Þ�mm

(2)

where scope1, scope2, and mm denote the measurement with
the first (short times) and second (time range with overlapping
AC and DC signals) oscilloscopes and with the multimeter,
respectively.

SPV transients reconstructed following Equation (1) and (2)
are shown in Figure 8 for the transients shown in Figure 7.
The transients were excited at photon energies above (5.0 eV)
and below (4.43 eV) the bandgap of β-Ga2O3. For the reconstruc-
tion, values of C1, fosc, and δt of 0.15, 190Hz, and 2.65 (for 5.0 eV)
and 2.6 ms (for 4.43 eV), respectively, were obtained.

For the SPV transient excited at 5.0 eV, the increasing signals
at short times are a superposition of two exponentials.

SPViðtÞ ¼
�
A1· 1� exp � t� t0

τ1

� �� �

þ A2· 1� exp � t� t0
τ2

� �� �� (3)

A1, A2, τ1, and τ2 denote the corresponding amplitudes and
time constants. The values of τ1 and τ2 are 8 and 50 ns, respec-
tively, whereas 8 ns is the resolution time of the ac1 signals in the
combined AC–DC regime. The time constant τ2 describes ongo-
ing charge separation at shorter times caused probably by some
retarded charge transfer at/near the interface between Δ and
SCR. The same values of τ1 and τ2 were used for describing
the increasing negative signals of the SPV transient excited
at 4.43 eV.

The behavior of the SPV transients at intermediate times
can be described, at first glance, by stretched exponentials.

The corresponding time constants and stretching parameters
are 0.1 s and 0.12 and 400 s and 0.5 for excitation at 5.0 eV
(2 stretched exponentials) and 0.4 s and 0.3 for excitation at
4.43 eV (one stretched exponential). The two relaxation processes
found for excitation at 5.0 eV (region C) can be assigned to a back
transfer of electrons toward the surface and of holes from the
defective surface region into the bulk. The relaxation process
found for excitation at 4.43 eV (region B) can be assigned to
back transfer of electrons from the defective surface region into
the bulk.

At long times, at first glance, a logistic growth function with
negative sign and time constants of about 500 s for excitation at
5.0 eV and 200 s for excitation at 4.43 eV had to be considered.
Incidentally, the presence of a logistic growth function at long
times gives evidence for very slow charge separation processes,
probably due to very slow relaxation of charge trapped at surface
states. Regarding to the negative sign of this process, the relaxa-
tion of trapped holes is faster so that negatively charged surface
defects stay what has been observed for β-Ga2O3 by X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy.[26] This is also in agreement with
the negative net charging in the experiments in the dc-regime
(Figure 6).

3.5. Analysis of Transition Energies and Franck–Condon Shifts

The strongest change and the highest positive SPV signals
appeared in the region near the bandgap of β-Ga2O3 for the meas-
urements in the transient and modulated AC regimes and in the
DC regime (the β-Ga2O3 crystal behaves as a n-type semiconduc-
tor with a depletion layer). A variability of transitions which could
be distinguished in the different measurement regimes is shown
in Figure 9 comparing SPV spectra measured in the transient
and modulated AC regimes with detection time of 10 ns and
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Figure 8. Reconstructed SPV transients for transients shown in Figure 5
(excitation at 4.43 and 5.0 eV: red and violet solid lines, respectively) fol-
lowing the procedure given by Equation (1) and (2), whereas the values of
C1, fosc, and δt were set to 0.15, 190 Hz, and 2.65 (5.0 eV) and 2.6 (4.43 eV)
ms, respectively. The violet and red dashed lines give formal fits for the
reconstructed transient excited at 5.0 and 4.43 eV, respectively (fit func-
tions were described by an increase at short times, a decay by stretched
exponentials at intermediate times and a logistic growth function at long
times).
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modulation frequency of 12 Hz, respectively, and in the
DC regime (third spectrum). As already mentioned, the shapes
of the spectra could be rather different depending on the mea-
surement regime.

The onset energy of 3.2 eV of the change of the SPV signals
toward a more positive direction was similar for all regimes. This
transition has not been described by DLTS measurements.[12,13]

Furthermore, this transition is close to the predicted energy of
3.31 eV for the oxygen vacancy in the O(I) position β-Ga2O3.

[5,27]

Positive (transient AC regime) or negative (modulated
AC regime and DC regime) changes of the signals at 2.4–2.45 eV
give evidence that photogeneration from similar electronic states
near the midgap of β-Ga2O3 can result in opposite directions of
charge separation. Such a difference is caused by the variation of
the quasistatic distribution of charge across the interface between
theΔ and SCR under different illumination conditions leading to
preferential separation of photogenerated electrons toward the
bulk or toward the surface, respectively.

An important question is how transitions obtained in the
coarse way shown in Figure 9 can be compared with transitions
obtained by other techniques. The determination of precise tran-
sition energies from SPV spectra can be challenging as, aside
photogeneration and recombination, numerous processes with
different directions of charge separation and with very different
time scales can be involved in the formation and relaxation of
SPV signals. This is in contrast to absorption spectroscopy
and DLTS for which transition energies are well defined by
optical or thermal excitation, respectively. Furthermore, also
deep-level optical spectroscopy (DLOS) can provide well defined
transition energies if considering the redistribution of photogen-
erated charge across an SCR.

In the ideal case, an SPV spectrum is dominated by one
generation spectrum in the spectral range of the corresponding

transition. However, as shown in Figure 8, charging processes
can overlay over time scales which can be even longer than
the measurement time of a spectrum. This needs sophisticated
simulation and fitting procedures especially for SPV spectra
measured in the DC regime. The direct influence of slow charge
transfer processes is eliminated in the transient and modulated
AC regimes. This means that the spectral range around one tran-
sition energy is dominated by only one generation spectrum at
first glance. In such a case, a minimum number of transitions
can be defined and analyzed. Figure 10 shows SPV spectra of
β-Ga2O3 measured in transient and modulated AC regimes.
Four transitions resulting in positive SPV signals (P1–P4) and
three transitions resulting in negative SPV signals (N1–N3) have
been distinguished, whereas P1 and P2 were observed only after
very short relaxation times; P3, P4, N1, and N3 were observed in
all SPV spectra and a clear signature for N2 was not found in the
SPV spectrum measured in the modulated AC regime.

The shape of a range of one transition in a SPV spectrum can
be fitted by the shape of one absorption cross section if assuming
that there is no other transition involved and that the SPV signal
is proportional to absorption. The dependence of an absorption
cross section (σ) on photon energy (Eph) is defined by an
integral over energy (E), a broadening parameter (Γ), absorption
energy (Eabs)

[28]

σðEphÞ �
Z

∞

0

expð�½E þ Eabs � Eph�2=Γ2Þ· ffiffiffiffiffiffi
E·

p
dE

Eph·ðE þ EabsÞ2
(4)

The transitions in the spectra shown in Figure 10 were fitted
using Equation (4). The values of Eabs and Γ are shown in Table 1
for the corresponding transitions P1–P4 and N1–N3. As remark,
one shall keep in mind, that those values can also be understood
as rough estimates due to the complexity of the formation of
SPV signals.

The transition at 4.42–4.47 eV can be related to the transition
EC – 4.4 eV, which was found in all β-Ga2O3 crystals investigated
by DLOS.[29] In the following, the Franck–Condon shift (dFC)
will be obtained for this defect from Γ (0.1 eV). Following
Alkauskas et al.,[28] Γ depends on the phonon energies in the
ground and excited states (assumption: Eph,g¼ Eph,e¼ Eph,0),
dFC and temperature (T ) as

Γ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2·dFC·Eph,0

q
·

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cothðEph,0=kBTÞ

q
(5)

where kB denotes the Boltzmann constant.
Figure 11a shows the dependence of Γ on Eph for different

values of dFC. Vice versa, a Franck–Condon shift can be obtained
if Γ and the phonon energy are known. A typical Raman spec-
trum for a β-Ga2O3 crystal is shown in Figure 11b. The phonon
energies of this spectrum were used to calculate dFC for
Γ¼ 0.1 eV (shown also in Figure 11b).

Ghadi et al. found that the Franck–Condon shift of this defect
transition is 0.06 eV.[29] This value is reached around the phonon
modes Ag

(8) and Bg
(5) that occur at wavenumbers of 631 and

652 cm�1. This strongly suggests that the phonon modes Ag
(8)

and Bg
(5) are mainly involved in the absorption cross section

of the defect at EC – (4.4 … 4.47) eV.
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Figure 9. Variability of transition energies in the β-Ga2O3 crystal obtained
by measurements in the transient AC regime (red line with symbols), in
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(black line). The values given in blue and pink colors are assigned to tran-
sitions resulting in changes toward more negative or positive SPV signals.
The spectra were scaled differently to compare the shapes directly.
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4. Conclusions

SPV spectra were measured by a nonconventional approach on
the ultrawide bandgap semiconductor β-Ga2O3 with the same
gold mesh electrode over a very wide range of photon energies
and over wide time domains in the transient AC (10 ns to 1 s,
transient SPV spectroscopy), modulated AC (modulated SPV
spectroscopy with low noise), and DC (above 1 s, SPV spectros-
copy in the mode of a Kelvin probe) regimes. Furthermore, for
excitation at different photon energies, the measurement and
reconstruction of SPV transients, which were excited with one
single pulse, over a very wide time range (10 ns to 1000 s and
longer) was demonstrated for the combined AC–DC regime.

The nonconventional approach is based on the highly sensitive
measurement of charge appearing on the measurement

Table 1. Transition energies and broadening parameters obtained by
fitting the SPV spectra shown in Figure 10 with shapes of absorption
cross sections.

Transition Transient AC regime Modulated AC regime

Eabs [eV] Γ [eV] Eabs [eV] Γ [eV]

P1 1.76 0.29 – –

P2 2.48 0.1 – –

P3 4.47 0.11 4.42 0.095

P4 4.74 0.07 4.74 0.08

N1 4.05 0.5 – –

N2 4.18 0.06 3.76 0.15

N3 3.09 0.62 2.84 0.4
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Figure 11. a) Dependence of the broadening parameter (Γ) on the wave-
number (a) for different values of the Franck–Condon shift following
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of the Franck–Condon shifts (dFC) for the corresponding phonon energies
for b) Γ¼ 0.1 eV. The dashed line gives the value of dFC obtained by
Ghadi et al.[29]
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capacitor during the evolution of SPV signals. SPV measure-
ments in the combined AC–DC regime are not possible using
conventional SPV measurement principles with capacitive
outcoupling of SPV signals and a Kelvin-probe. However, due
to a lower measurement capacitance, it seems unrealistic to reach
with the nonconventional approach noise levels as low as for SPV
measurements with capacitive outcoupling. Therefore, the
traditional fixed capacitor with a buffer will remain important
especially for separate and relatively fast modulated SPV meas-
urements on common photoactive materials, such as TiO2,
BiVO4, or Cu2O. Furthermore, in comparison with SPV meas-
urements with a fixed capacitor in ultrahigh vacuum,[30] treated
surfaces are not in mechanical contact with an insulator for the
nonconventional approach what is a big advantage for its future
application in ultrahigh vacuum.

Several electronic transitions were distinguished for β-Ga2O3

which depended also on the measurement conditions. As
remark, the detailed analysis of related SPV spectra is challeng-
ing since different regions in the sample may contribute
differently to the SPV signals in the different measurement
regimes due to different charging, charge transport, and distri-
butions of electronic states in the sample. An accumulation of
negative charge at the surface was observed at long times inde-
pendent whether the SPV signals were positive or negative
before. The situation will be even more complex for the engineer-
ing of electronic transitions and bandgaps by alloying Ga2O3, for
example with aluminum,[31] iron,[32] or titanium.[33] But never-
theless, related samples can be studied by the nonconventional
approach of SPV measurements proposed in this work. For
example, several transition energies and broadening parameters
have been obtained or estimated for β-Ga2O3 by fitting positive
and negative slopes of transient and modulated SPV spectra in
the AC regime.

Finally, the nonconventional approach of measuring SPV sig-
nals over wide ranges in photon energy and time opens new
opportunities for investigating electronic properties in semicon-
ductors with ultrawide bandgaps and any other photoactive mate-
rial. Furthermore, this approach can also be applied for excitation
with electrical current pulses, i.e., also phenomena related to
potential changes in charge storage materials can be studied.
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